GEBERIT ACTUATOR PLATES

CHOICE IS
IMPORTANT

MAKE IT
YOUR OWN
It’s not just any bathroom, it’s your bathroom. You select the
tiles that reflect your style. You refuse to compromise in the
selection of the tap for your washbasin. And here you will find
just the right actuator plate for the WC to give your bathroom
the crowning touch and pamper you with comfort functions.
Because Geberit combines visual elegance with innovative
functions.

WHY NOT TRY OUT YOUR OWN DESIGNS?
We have included actual-size illustrations of various actuator plates in the brochure for you. Fold back
the left-hand side of the brochure, hold the design up to the wall and let your imagination run wild! Use
these actual-size samples to select the actuator plate that appeals to you.
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DESIGN &
TRENDS 06

YOUR BATHROOM
YOUR DESIGN

RECTANGULAR 30

ROUND 50

Geberit actuator plates Sigma30, Omega30,
Sigma50, Sigma60, Omega60, Sigma70
and a square Geberit remote flush actuation

Geberit actuator plates Sigma01, Sigma10,
Sigma20, Omega20, Sigma21 as well as
Geberit remote flush actuation type 01 and
type 10

NEW

Select the actuator plate that appeals to you.

TOUCHLESS 46

INDIVIDUAL 68

Geberit actuator plates Sigma80 and Sigma10

Geberit actuator plates Sigma21, Sigma50
and Sigma70

GEBERIT DESIGN FAMILY 76
Seamless design.

GEBERIT FUNCTIONS 82
Choice is important.
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NEW

PRECIOUS
METALS
Selecting the right design options for a
bathroom means ensuring that individual
nuances are perfectly coordinated. Actuator
plates in new, fashionable metal colours are the
perfect match for the latest trends in taps, while
plates made of glass, concrete-look solid
surface materials or natural Mustang slate and
black walnut blend harmoniously into almost
any decor style. The ideal combination for
your dream bathroom is just waiting for you
to discover it.
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REDGOLD
With its intense copper tone, red gold exudes
a high-quality sense of warmth in bathrooms
and makes a strong statement when
combined with luxury surfaces in light or dark
shades.
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GEBERIT SIGMA21

GEBERIT SIGMA50

The red gold flush actuation borders for small and large
flush volumes emphasise the refined look of the base
material used for the actuator plate.

The brushed surface of the gently convex buttons beautifully
enhances the warmth radiated by the red gold tone.

Design rings: red gold;
cover plate and buttons: white
115.650.SI.1

Design rings: red gold;
cover plate and buttons: concrete look
115.650.JV.1

Design rings: red gold;
cover plate and buttons: mustang slate
115.650.JM.1

Design rings: red gold;
cover plate and buttons: black
115.650.SJ.1
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Design rings: red gold;
cover plate and buttons: black walnut
115.650.JX.1

See page 60 for further Geberit Sigma21
variants.

Mounting plate and buttons: red gold;
cover plate: white
115.670.11.2

Mounting plate and buttons: red gold;
cover plate: concrete look
115.670.JV.2

Mounting plate and buttons: red gold;
cover plate: mustang slate
115.670.JM.2

Mounting plate and buttons: red gold;
cover plate: black
115.670.DW.2

Mounting plate and buttons: red gold;
cover plate: black walnut
115.670.JX.2

See page 38 for further Geberit Sigma50
variants.
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BLACKCHROME
The subtle elegance of black chrome is the perfect
complement to the dark colours and sharp contrasts
between dark and light featured in today’s bathroom
trends.
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GEBERIT SIGMA21

GEBERIT SIGMA50

Whether they use a contrasting or tone-in-tone effect, the
delicate, black chrome borders around the buttons add a
distinct graphical element to the actuator plate.

The matt brushed surface of the actuation buttons lends the
actuator plates a chic loft vibe.

Design rings: black chrome;
cover plate and buttons: white
115.651.SI.1

Design rings: black chrome;
cover plate and buttons: concrete look
115.651.JV.1

Design rings: black chrome;
cover plate and buttons: mustang slate
115.651.JM.1

Design rings: black chrome;
cover plate and buttons: black
115.651.SJ.1
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Design rings: black chrome;
cover plate and buttons: black walnut
115.651.JX.1

See page 60 for further Geberit Sigma21
variants.

Mounting plate and buttons: black chrome;
cover plate: white
115.671.11.2

Mounting plate and buttons: black chrome;
cover plate: concrete look
115.671.JV.2

Mounting plate and buttons: black chrome;
cover plate: mustang slate
115.671.JM.2

Mounting plate and buttons: black chrome;
cover plate: black
115.671.DW.2

Mounting plate and buttons: black chrome;
cover plate: black walnut
115.671.JX.2

See page 38 for further Geberit Sigma50
variants.
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BRASS
The classic golden tone of brass is
experiencing a true renaissance and adds a
touch of glamour to any bathroom.
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GEBERIT SIGMA21

GEBERIT SIGMA50

The warm, gleaming tone that brass exudes in these borders vividly
accentuates the actuation buttons.

The brushed surface of the buttons lets the golden brass tone
shine.

Design rings: brass;
cover plate and buttons: white
115.652.SI.1

Design rings: brass;
cover plate and buttons: concrete look
115.652.JV.1

Design rings: brass;
cover plate and buttons: mustang slate
115.652.JM.1

Design rings: brass;
cover plate and buttons: black
115.652.SJ.1
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Design rings: brass;
cover plate and buttons: black walnut
115.652.JX.1

See page 60 for further Geberit Sigma21
variants.

Mounting plate and buttons: brass;
cover plate: white
115.672.11.2

Mounting plate and buttons: brass;
cover plate: concrete look
115.672.JV.2

Mounting plate and buttons: brass;
cover plate: mustang slate
115.672.JM.2

Mounting plate and buttons: brass;
cover plate: black
115.672.DW.2

Mounting plate and buttons: brass;
cover plate: black walnut
115.672.JX.2

See page 38 for further Geberit Sigma50
variants.
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CHROME
This classic choice of metal for the
bathroom reveals a completely new side
when glossy and matt brushed elements
are paired with on-trend plate materials.
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GEBERIT SIGMA21

GEBERIT SIGMA50

Set in a concrete look for a loft effect or in a natural walnut
surface, chrome borders make a real statement. Sigma21 plates
with chrome borders are also available in other colours and with
other surfaces.

A matt brushed look provides the perfect effect for these actuation
buttons. Sigma50 plates with brushed chrome buttons are also
available in other colours and with other surfaces.

Design rings: chrome-plated;
cover plate and buttons: concrete look
115.884.JV.1

Mounting plate and buttons: chrome-plated;
cover plate: concrete look
115.788.JV.2

Design rings: chrome-plated;
cover plate and buttons: black walnut
115.884.JX.1

See page 60 for further Geberit Sigma21
variants.
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Mounting plate and buttons: chrome-plated;
cover plate: black walnut
115.788.JX.2

See page 38 for further Geberit Sigma50
variants.
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BLACK
ON BLACK
Black is beautiful – and this fashionable
interior design colour is now popular in
the bathroom too.
Geberit’s unadulterated interpretation
features a stimulating interplay of glossy
and matt elements.
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WHITE
ON WHITE
Refined matt and glossy surfaces reveal a
different side to this classic choice for bathrooms.
Design rings and stripes maintain a tone-in-tone
look and create subtle accents.
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GEBERIT SIGMA20

GEBERIT SIGMA30

Set on a glossy or matt surface, these button borders liven up the
classic basic colours of black and white. The matt-coated areas
feature surfaces that are easy to clean.

The clean-lined, geometric shapes used in these large actuation
buttons are tempered by the offset bottom edge. The matt surfaces
feature a coating that is exceptionally easy to clean.

Plate and buttons: black;
design rings: matt black
115.882.DW.1

Plate and buttons: white;
design rings: matt white
115.882.11.1

Plate and buttons: black;
design stripes: matt black
115.883.DW.1

Plate and buttons: white;
design stripes: matt white
115.883.11.1

Plate and buttons: matt black coated;
design rings: black
115.882.16.1, easy-to-clean

Plate and buttons: matt white coated;
design rings: white
115.882.01.1, easy-to-clean

Plate and buttons: matt black coated;
design stripes: black
115.883.16.1, easy-to-clean

Plate and buttons: matt white coated;
design stripes: white
115.883.01.1, easy-to-clean
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See page 56 for further Geberit Sigma20
variants.

See page 34 for further Geberit Sigma30
variants.
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AESTHETICS
AND FUNCTION
Unobtrusive yet reliable. Geberit ensures, supreme
convenience and durability, all from behind the wall. All that
remains visible is the interface with the technology: the actuator
plate. The selection of actuator plates is important because you
will live with your selection for years. Choose the actuator plate
that best suits you and your bathroom from a wide range of
options.
New ideas and functions can always be derived from a
rectangular shape. This is how Geberit enables you to come up
with a contemporary, personalised bathroom design.
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GEBERIT SIGMA30
STOP-AND-GO FLUSH
→ Water-saving stop-and-go flush.
→ Made of durable die-cast zinc.
→ Large actuator button for flush actuation.
→ Also available as an actuator plate for urinals.
→ Suitable for optional Geberit DuoFresh module
(see page 86).
→ Selected colour options with surface coating
(easy-to-clean*).

black matt / bright chrome /
black matt
115.893.14.1*
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white / bright chrome / white
115.893.KJ.1
115.893.JT.1* (matt)

chrome brushed / bright
chrome / chrome brushed
115.893.KX.1*

bright chrome / chrome
brushed / bright chrome
115.893.KY.1

gold-plated
115.893.45.1
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GEBERIT SIGMA30

→ New colour options are displayed on page 29.
→ Water-saving dual flush.
→ Made of high-quality plastic.
→ Also available as an actuator plate for urinals.
→ Suitable for optional Geberit DuoFresh module
(see page 86).
→ Selected colour options with surface coating
(easy-to-clean*).

white / gold-plated / white
115.883.KK.1

black / bright chrome / black
115.883.KM.1
115.883.14.1* (matt)
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bright chrome /matt chrome /
bright chrome
115.883.KH.1

white / bright chrome / white
115.883.KJ.1
115.883.JT.1* (matt)

white / matt chrome / matt
chrome
115.883.KL.1

matt chrome / bright chrome /
matt chrome
115.883.KN.1
115.883.JQ.1*
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GEBERIT OMEGA30

25%

Shown in actual size = 25% smaller than a Geberit actuator plate Sigma30.

→ Water-saving dual flush.
→ Made of high-quality plastic.
→ Impressively small dimensions.
→ For front or top actuation.
→ Also available as an actuator plate for urinals.
→ Selected colour options with surface coating
(easy-to-clean*).
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bright chrome / matt chrome /
bright chrome
115.080.KH.1

matt chrome / bright chrome /
matt chrome
115.080.KN.1
115.080.JQ.1*/**

black / bright chrome / black
115.080.KM.1

white / gold-plated / white
115.080.KK.1

white / bright chrome / white
115.080.KJ.1

white / matt chrome / matt
chrome
115.080.KL.1
** Available as of 1.7.2020
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GEBERIT SIGMA50

→ New colour options are displayed from page 11 onwards.
→ Water-saving dual flush actuation.
→ Surfaces made of glass, stone, wood, plastic or metal.
→ Base unit made of durable die-cast zinc.
→ Also available as an actuator plate for urinals.
→ Frameless design.
→ Suitable for optional Geberit DuoFresh module (see page 86).
→ Design can be customised (see page 70).
→ Selected colour options with surface coating
(easy-to-clean*).

white alpine
115.788.11.2

black
115.788.DW.2

bright chrome
115.788.21.2

chrome brushed
115.788.GH.2*

smoked glass reflective
115.788.SD.2

mustang slate
115.788.JM.2

umber glass
115.788.SQ.2

sand glass
115.788.TG.2
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GEBERIT SIGMA60

24%

Shown in actual size = 24% smaller than a Geberit actuator plate Sigma30.

→ Water-saving dual flush.
→ Choice of glass or metal surfaces.
→ Flush with the wall surface.
→ Optional cover frame.
→ Award-winning design.
→ Selected colour options with surface coating
(easy-to-clean*).

chrome brushed
115.640.GH.1*
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white glass
115.640.SI.1

black glass
115.640.SJ.1

umber glass
115.640.SQ.1
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GEBERIT OMEGA60

32%

Shown in actual size = 32% smaller than a Geberit actuator plate Sigma30.

→ Water-saving dual flush.
→ Choice of glass or metal surfaces.
→ Extremely small dimensions.
→ Flush with the wall surface.
→ Optional cover frame.
→ For front or top actuation.
→ Selected colour options with surface coating
(easy-to-clean*).

chrome brushed
115.081.GH.1*
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white glass
115.081.SI.1

black glass
115.081.SJ.1

umber glass
115.081.SQ.1
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GEBERIT SIGMA70

→ Water-saving dual flush actuation.
→ Plate made of glass or stainless steel.
→ Easy actuation, as only little force is required.
→ Based on pneumatic technology that is
supported by a hydraulic servo lifter.
→ Simple cleaning.
→ Floating, borderless design.
→ Design can be customised (see page 72).
→ Selected colour options with surface coating
(easy-to-clean***).

white glass
115.620.SI.1 *
115.625.SI.1 **

umber glass
115.620.SQ.1 *
115.625.SQ.1 **

black glass
115.620.SJ.1 *
115.625.SJ.1 **

brushed chrome
115.620.FW.1 * / ***
115.625.FW.1 ** / ***

* For Geberit Sigma concealed cisterns 12 cm
** For Geberit Sigma concealed cisterns 8 cm
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NO-TOUCH
FLUSH
Electronic hygiene. Recent surveys have revealed
that fewer and fewer bathroom users are happy to
actuate the flushing process manually – instead, they
are increasingly looking for sanitary technology that
features touchless operation. By offering electronic
WC flush actuators using IR sensors, Geberit has a
solution to meet this growing demand. And while it
requires your toilet to have an electrical connection,
this is a feature that is fast becoming the norm
anyway.
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GEBERIT SIGMA80

→ Water-saving dual flush actuation.
→ Touchless flush actuation.
→ Surface made of high-quality glass.
→ Durable LED lighting in five colours.
→ Sensor-controlled switch-on function.
→ Multiple award-winning design.

↑
A COLOUR SCHEME TO SUIT YOUR MOOD
When you approach the toilet, two light bars in five
selectable colours display the position of the flush
actuations.

black glass
116.090.SG.1 *
116.092.SG.1 **
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glass reflective
116.090.SM.1 *
116.092.SM.1 **

* For Geberit Sigma concealed cisterns 12 cm
** For Geberit Sigma concealed cisterns 8 cm
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THE PERFECT SHAPE:
THE CIRCLE
Aesthetic curves for a relaxing bathroom experience. It is
impossible to improve on circles; they can only be restaged and
rearranged. Geberit actuator plates use new interpretations of
round forms to adapt to today’s trends. With or without rims. With
finely honed edges. Harmoniously adjacent or flowing one into
another. And the result is always well rounded.
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GEBERIT SIGMA01

→ Water-saving dual flush actuation.
→ Also available as an actuator plate for urinals.
→ Made of high-quality plastic.
→ Suitable for optional Geberit DuoFresh module
(see page 86).
→ Selected colour options with surface coating
(easy-to-clean*).

white alpine
115.770.11.5

jet black RAL 9005
115.770.DW.5

bright chrome
115.770.21.5

white/yellow/green
115.770.LA.5

matt chrome
115.770.46.5
115.770.JQ.5*

bright chrome / matt chrome
115.770.KA.5

special brass (colour)
115.770.DT.5

white/blue/red
115.770.LB.5
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GEBERIT SIGMA10
STOP-AND-GO FLUSH
→ Water-saving stop-and-go flush actuation.
→ Manual or electronic activation.
→ Also available as an actuator plate for urinals.
→ Made of high-quality plastic.
→ Also available in stainless steel.
→ Suitable for optional odour extraction unit (see page 86).
→ Selected colour options with surface coating
(easy-to-clean*).

white / bright chrome / white
115.758.KJ.5
115.758.JT.5* (matt)

white / matt chrome / matt
chrome
115.758.KL.5
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white / gold-plated / white
115.758.KK.5

matt chrome / bright
chrome / matt chrome
115.758.KN.5
115.758.JQ.5*

black / bright chrome / black
115.758.KM.5
115.758.14.5* (matt)

bright chrome / matt
chrome / bright chrome
115.758.KH.5

stainless steel brushed /
polished / brushed
115.758.SN.5*
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GEBERIT SIGMA20

→ New colour options are displayed on page 28.
→ Water-saving dual flush actuation.
→ Also available as an actuator plate for urinals.
→ Made of high-quality plastic.
→ Also available in stainless steel.
→ Suitable for optional odour extraction unit (see page 86).
→ Selected colour options with surface coating
(easy-to-clean*).

white /matt chrome / matt
chrome
115.882.KL.1
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bright chrome / matt
chrome / bright chrome
115.882.KH.1

white / bright chrome / white
115.882.KJ.1
115.882.JT.1* (matt)

white / gold-plated / white
115.882.KK.1

black / bright chrome /
black
115.882.KM.1
115.882.14.1* (matt)

matt chrome / bright
chrome / matt chrome
115.882.KN.1
115.882.JQ.1* (matt)

stainless steel brushed /
polished / brushed
115.882.SN.1*
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GEBERIT OMEGA20

25%

Shown in actual size = 25% smaller than a Geberit actuator plate Sigma20.

→ Impressively small dimensions.
→ Water-saving dual flush.
→ Round buttons with contrasting rings.
→ For front or top actuation.
→ Also available as an actuator plate for urinals.
→ Selected colour options with surface coating
(easy-to-clean*).

black / bright chrome /
black
115.085.KM.1

bright chrome / matt
chrome / bright chrome
115.085.KH.1

matt chrome / bright
chrome / matt chrome
115.085.KN.1
115.085.JQ.1*/**

white / bright chrome / white
115.085.KJ.1

white / gold-plated / white
115.085.KK.1

white / matt chrome / matt
chrome
115.085.KL.1
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** Available as of 1.7.2020
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GEBERIT SIGMA21

→ New colour options are displayed from page 10 onwards.
→ Water-saving dual flush actuation.
→ Surfaces made of glass or slate.
→ Base unit made of durable die-cast zinc.
→ Frameless design.
→ Suitable for optional Geberit DuoFresh module
(see page 86).
→ Design can be customised (see page 74).

white glass
115.884.SI.1
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black glass
115.884.SJ.1

sand glass
115.884.TG.1

mustang slate
115.884.JM.1
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GEBERIT REMOTE FLUSH
ACTUATION TYPE 01

83%

Shown in actual size = 83% smaller than a Geberit actuator plate Sigma01.

→ Pneumatic remote flush actuation.
→ Available in single flush or water-saving dual flush.
→ Can be placed anywhere within a 1.70 m radius
of the cistern.
→ For furniture as well as solid and drywall
construction.
→ Note regarding cover plates for service openings
on page 84.

Small collar for installation in furniture

white
116.042.11.1
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matt chrome
116.042.46.1

Large collar to cover tile edges for
concealed installation in solid and drywall
construction

bright chrome
116.042.21.1
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GEBERIT REMOTE FLUSH
ACTUATION TYPE 10

83%

Shown in actual size = 83% smaller than a Geberit actuator plate Sigma10.

→ Pneumatic remote flush actuation.
→ Water-saving dual flush.
→ With high-quality decorative ring.
→ Can be placed anywhere within a 1.70 m radius
of the cistern.
→ For furniture as well as solid and drywall
construction.
→ Note regarding cover plates for service
openings on page 84.
Small collar for installation in furniture

white / bright chrome
116.055.KJ.1
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white / gold-plated
116.055.KK.1

black / bright chrome
116.055.KM.1

matt chrome
116.055.KN.1

Large collar to cover tile edges for
concealed installation in solid and drywall
construction

bright chrome
116.055.KH.1
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GEBERIT SIGMA10
TOUCHLESS
→ Selected finishes are available in matt surface coating.
→ Water-saving dual flush actuation.
→ Touchless flush actuation.
→ Mains connection or battery operation.
→ Sensor-controlled switch-on function.
→ Option of additional mechanical flush actuation.
→ Also available as an actuator plate for urinals.
→ Option of screwable, stainless steel design.

black / bright chrome
115.907.KM.1

matt chrome / bright
chrome
115.907.KN.1

bright chrome / matt
chrome
115.907.KH.1

white / bright chrome
115.907.KJ.1

white / matt chrome
115.907.KL.1

white / gold-plated
115.907.KK.1
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stainless steel brushed /
polished
115.907.SN.1
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CUSTOMDESIGNED
Your bathroom, your design. Create a bathroom like no other
and a design that’s entirely yours. Make your bathroom your own
with an entirely individual selection of product materials or
motifs. You can personalise the surface selections for the
Geberit actuator plates Sigma21, Sigma50 and Sigma70. Use
surfaces that are perfectly matched to your bathroom or pick
out your favourite motif. Your creativity need know no bounds.

→ INDIVIDUAL
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GEBERIT SIGMA50
CUSTOMER-SPECIFIC

↑
GEBERIT ACTUATOR PLATE SIGMA50
Make your bathroom unique. The surface you love or
your favourite motif as an actuator plate with all the
advantages that come with the Geberit actuator plate
Sigma50.
Body material: chrome
Body material: redgold
Body material: black chrome
Body material: brass
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115.788.00.2
115.670.00.2
115.671.00.2
115.672.00.2
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GEBERIT SIGMA70
CUSTOMER-SPECIFIC

↑
GEBERIT ACTUATOR PLATE SIGMA70
Play with materials and designs. As the Geberit
actuator plate Sigma70 has no buttons at all, it opens up
entirely new possibilities for designs for
custom-designed plates.
Body material:
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115.620.00.1 (for Sigma cistern 12 cm)
115.625.00.1 (for Sigma cistern 8 cm)
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GEBERIT SIGMA21
CUSTOMER-SPECIFIC

↑
GEBERIT ACTUATOR PLATE SIGMA21
Make it yours. The frameless design of the base
plate can be outfitted with a nearly endless number of
materials.
Body material: chrome
Body material: redgold
Body material: black chrome
Body material: brass
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115.884.00.1
115.650.00.1
115.651.00.1
115.652.00.1
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GEBERIT
DESIGN FAMILY
Seamless design. Toilet and urinal flush control actuation
featuring a coordinated design: the result is a single design
thread running through the whole bathroom. The flush
actuations for urinals, which match the actuator plates for
toilets, can either be actuated by hand (pneumatic) or via
touchless technology (electronic, by means of infrared
detection).
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YOUR STYLE,
THE CHOICE
IS UP TO YOU

TYPE 30

TYPE 50

TYPE 60

TYPE 70

TYPE 80 / TYPE 50

TYPE 01

TYPE 10

TYPE 20

TYPE 21

TYPE 10

ACTUATOR PLATE
SIGMA

Individual

Individual

Individual

ACTUATOR PLATE
OMEGA

REMOTE FLUSH
ACTUATION

ACTUATOR PLATE
FOR URINAL

* Our recommended design, which
matches the product family visually.
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GEBERIT CISTERNS SIGMA AND OMEGA

FOR ANY APPLICATION
112 cm

So that everything matches: used in combination with the
matching concealed cistern, Geberit actuator plates in the
Sigma range cover a wide variety of applications and comfort
functions. The Geberit flushing system Omega offers great
flexibility and particularly small actuator plates. Both flushing
systems offer tool-free final installation and guaranteed spare
parts availability for 25 years.
You therefore have a wide selection of both Geberit actuator
plates and reliable Geberit installation elements for installation
behind the wall. And Geberit actuator plates bear the name of
the suitable cistern so that you can be certain that everything
will match.

98 cm
82 cm

→ Completely flexible with
construction heights of 112 cm,
98 cm and 82 cm

→ Construction height 112 cm
→ Front actuation

→ Front actuation

→ Barrier-free and
height-adjustable models
available

→ Additional top actuation with
construction heights 82 cm and
98 cm

→ Odour extraction
(recirculating air / exhaust air)

→ Particularly small actuator plates
→ Suitable for Geberit remote flush
actuation

→ Suitable for Geberit remote
flush actuation

Geberit Sigma concealed cistern
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Geberit Omega concealed cistern
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CHOICE IS
IMPORTANT
Intelligent functions from Geberit. If you can start
your toilet flush without touching it, if elegant colour
effects add atmospheric moments to the time you
spend in your bathroom, or if unpleasant smells are
efficiently extracted even before anyone notices them,
then this means your plumber has installed state-ofthe-art Geberit sanitary convenience in your new
bathroom. And because durability and reliability are as
much a part of Geberit as good design, you will enjoy
your selection for years to come.
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GEBERIT REMOTE FLUSH ACTUATIONS

MORE CONVENIENT
BY FAR
The optimal solution. Regardless of the construction
situation, using a remote flush actuation can be a the
right choice. For instance, in order to locate the flush
actuation at a different location, if the design for the
WC flush control calls for small but elegant, or if
using a Geberit Omega concealed cistern with low
construction height causes forceful contact between
the WC lid and the front actuation. For such cases,
Geberit offers various remote flush actuations with
pneumatic force transmission, which can be placed
anywhere within a 1.70 m radius of the concealed
cistern.

→
TOUCHED A THOUSAND TIMES
The pneumatics of the Geberit remote
flush actuations type 01 and type 10
have been tested for years of stress.
The technology is based on air
pressure (not on electrical current).

←
QUITE DISCREET IN FACT
Available as they are in a variety of
colours and product materials,
the Geberit cover plates open up new
design opportunities. A tile-bearing
version is available for a particularly
discreet appearance.

→ REMOTE FLUSH ACTUATION
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FRESH AIR
FOR EVERYONE
Unpleasant odours in the toilet are a thing of the past. What
is long since standard over every kitchen stove can now be
applied in the bathroom. An effective way to get rid of
unpleasant odours. The Geberit DuoFresh module removes the
bad air directly from the WC ceramic appliance, purifies it using
a ceramic honeycomb filter and then returns it to the room. This
is extremely effective, as it prevents unpleasant odours from
spreading throughout the bathroom in the first place,
rendering air fresheners, lighting matches, opening windows
and the like completely unnecessary. Thanks to a proximity
sensor, the odour extraction always switches on automatically
as soon as someone sits down on the toilet. The odour
extraction is therefore also a great idea for guest WCs. Benefit
from additional comfort thanks to an LED orientation light. The
Geberit DuoFresh module can be easily installed in any Geberit
Sigma cistern and can be combined with almost any actuator
plate from the Sigma range.

The ceramic comb filter purifies the air thoroughly.
The quiet fan conveys the cleaned air back into the
room.

An additional benefit offers a built-in LED orientation
light. Just below the actuator plate a soft glow will
guide you the way to the WC – simply perfect.

Unpleasant odours are removed right at the source.

→ ODOUR EXTRACTION
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TOUCHLESS FUNCTION

AESTHETICALLY
HYGIENIC
Touchless actuator
plates for WCs and
urinals are available in
suitably matched
designs.

→ TOUCHLESS
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You’re looking for hygiene and freshness
without compromise. We offer
flush actuations that fulfil your need
without a touch. Without pressing a
button and therefore always hygienically.
89
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TODAY’S TOILETS
ARE MOVING
WITH THE TIMES
Electrical connections now come as standard. After all, you
expect your bathroom to reflect your changing needs as well as
the lifestyle trends that the future is likely to bring. In Geberit WC
installation elements, you’ll find everything completely prepared
for the future – so it can accommodate any changes you want to
make in the future, like retrofitting a Geberit AquaClean
shower toilet, a convenient odour extraction unit or installing
the coloured LED strips that come with the touchless Geberit
actuator plate Sigma80.
1 Geberit DuoFresh module with integrated orientation light. Suitable for several actuator
plates of the Sigma series. 2 Touchless Geberit actuator plate Sigma80, glass reflective.
3 The Geberit AquaClean Mera shower toilet with outstanding design and numerous comfort
features.
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